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Made In Japan Pressure IH Mini Rice Cooker JPD-A06S; Made In Japan IH Mini Rice Cooker JPF-A55S; Compact Electric Skillet CRL-
A30S; Special Edition Thermal Bottle MJX-A; Thermal Bottles from Japan; Healthy tacook Rice Cooker JBX-A; Trivia; Recipe; Video;
SUPPORT. Hong Kong Office; FAQs; Instruction Manuals. Rice Cooker Manuals; Thermal. Download Tiger Rice Cooker PDF manuals. User
manuals, Tiger Rice Cooker Operating guides and Service manuals. Page 1 Tyra © TIGER CORPORATION For household use Electric Rice
Cooker P USER MANUAL Thank you for purchasing TIGER rice cooker/warmer. Please read and observe these instructions carefully before
use. Pour usage domestique Cuiseur à riz à électrique P MODE D'EMPLOI Nous vous remercions d'avoir fait l'achat d'un cuiseur à. View and
Download Tiger JBZ-A10U user manual online. Electric Rice Cooker. JBZ-A10U Rice Cooker pdf manual download. Also for: Jbz-a18u. Free
kitchen appliance user manuals, instructions, and product support information. Find owners guides and pdf support documentation for blenders,
coffee makers, juicers and more. Page 1 For household use JBA-T18W Electric Rice Cooker JBA-A10W OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
JBA-A18W Thank you for purchasing TIGER rice cooker/warmer. Please read and observe these instructions carefully before use. JBA-T10G
JBA-T18G 家庭用 JBA-A10G 炊飯電子鍋 JBA-A18G 使用説明書 JBA-T10S 感謝您購買 TIGER（虎牌）炊飯電子鍋。. That is
minimum amount of rice can be cooked in the rice cooker. - cup rice cooker is 1 cup - 10 cup micro-computer rice cooker is 2 cup - JNPare 3
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cups. Rice cooker is design to cook perfect rice. From cooking simple white rice to making lasagna and short ribs, Tiger's rice cookers will act as
a multi-cooker, depending on the model. Pick a grade, size and color fit for your kitchen's needs. At Tiger Corporation U.S.A., our team is
working hard in promoting the safety of our employees and community during the COVID pandemic. Due to the recent “Stay at Home” order
issued by the state of California, our employees are not able to process or ship parts and repair orders until the order is lifted. The Tiger exclusive
cooking plate and inner pot enables you to cook simultaneously. A time saving kitchen tool for your busy life. Tacook will create a better and
healthier lifestyle for your family. STEP 01 Set the washed rice. STEP 02 Place the ingredients in the cooking plate and place in the rice cooker.
STEP 03 Choose the "Synchro-Cooking" menu and press the [Start] button. Noncompliance with these instructions may result in product failure
or fire. Do not use the rice cooker near a heat source or where it may be splashed with water. Heat or water may cause short -circuiting, leakage,
deformation of the rice cooker, fire, or malfunction. Use the inner pan exclusively made for this rice cooker. Page 5. Tiger Corporation U.S.A. W.
th Street, Unit Torrance, CA, Tel: Fax: Mon-Fri 9am - 12pm, 1pm - 5pm PST. 4-in-1 Multi-functional Mini Rice Cooker JAJ-A55S. The mini
rice cooker comes with 8 cooking menu. Perfect for small families. Synchro-cooking with tailor-made tacook cooking place cook your rice and
main dish at the same time. Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and
home appliances like water heat. Tiger’s exclusive 5 layer metal inner pot with clay pot coating makes it easy to cook delicious rice every time.
The TIGER JKT-S multi-functional induction heating (IH) electric rice cooker allows you to prepare two dishes simultaneously with the new
tacook synchronized cooking function and the power of IH. With minimal preparation and the press of a button, Tiger’s Automatic Cooking
Logic™ system actively monitors cooking . Free kitchen appliance user manuals, instructions, and product support information. Find owners
guides and pdf support documentation for blenders, coffee makers, juicers and more. Tiger Products Co., Ltd Rice Cooker JBA-T10W User
Guide | ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru Page 1 JBA-A JBA-T JBA-T10W For household use JBA-T18W Electric Rice Cooker JBA-A10W
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS JBA-A18W Thank you for purchasing TIGER rice cooker/warmer. Please read and observe these instructions
carefully before use. JBA-T10G JBA-T18G 家庭用 JBA-A10G 炊飯電子鍋 JBA-A18G 使用説明書 JBA-T10S 感謝您購買 TIGER（虎
牌）炊飯電子鍋。. Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home
appliances like water heat Pressure IH Rice Cooker JPB-G - Tiger Singapore Website - Product Detail. CORPORATION JBA-BIOU JBA-
B18U For household use Electric Rice Cooker OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS Thank you for purchasing TIGER rice cooker/warmer. Please
read and observe these instructions carefully before use. TIGER JBA-B 00 0. be at least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance; (2) if the
appliance is of the. Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home
appliances like water heat Microcomputer Controlled Rice Cooker JAI-G - Tiger Singapore Website - Product Detail. Tiger Corporation is a
Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home appliances like water heat Induction Heating
Rice Cooker JKT-S - Tiger Australia Website - Product Detail. Compatible with: JAZ-A10U. Tiger Corporation U.S.A. W. th Street, Unit
Torrance, CA, The Tiger Corporation JBV-A series micom rice cooker is a good choice if you like the Tiger brand and want to own one of their
budget model rice cookers. Buy it if you do not need a timer function and want to cook rice and food simultaneously (purchase at
ykuqakoc.podarokideal.ru). Tiger induction heat microcomputer controlled rice cooker/warmer comes with 4 in 1 functions (rice cooking,
Synchro-Cooking, slow cooker, bread baking) and 11 computerized cooking menu settings. This Cup rice cooker and warmer not only cooks
rice but also comes with the new "tacook" synchronized cooking function to prepare two dishes Reviews: Jun 13,  · Both Tiger and Zojirushi are
Japanese companies that have been making rice cookers since the early s. Both of theme comes with multiple settings that will allow you to cook
various types of rice. You can also use any of these two brands of rice cookers to . Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers,
stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home appliances like water heat Microcomputer Controlled Rice Cooker JBV-S - Tiger
Singapore Website - Product Detail. This Tiger Corporation JBV-A10U-W is a little more advanced than a simple press button rice cooker. It is
white color with an easy carrying handle. It has four main menu cooking functions and two other extra buttons. So it has a total of six buttons for
you to learn how it works if you decide to go with this model. Tiger Corporation JBX-B10U Rice Cooker, Cup, White out of 5 stars 70 Tiger
JAZ-A18U-FH Cup (Uncooked) Rice Cooker and Warmer with Steam Basket, Floral White. • The rice cooker is cracked or there are loose or
rattling parts. • The inner pot is deformed. • here are other problems or abnormalities. T Immediately unplug the power cord from the outlet and
contact TIGER CORPORATION U.S.A. for servicing. Read and follow all safety instructions before using the rice cooker. Tiger Corporation
JKT-B18U Induction Heating (10 Cups Uncooked/20 Cups Cooked) Rice Cooker and Warmer, Zonoz Premium 5-Piece Silicone Spatula Set &
Wooden Spoon (Bundle) (Renewed) $ $ 96 Get it as soon as Thu, Sep The TIGER JAX-T18U multi-functional rice cooker allows you to
prepare two dishes simultaneously with the new tacook synchronized cooking function. With minimal preparation and the press of a button, Tigers
Automatic Cooking Logic system actively monitors cooking temperatures to create the perfect meal.5/5(3). The TIGER JAX-S10U multi-
functional rice The TIGER JAX-S10U multi-functional rice cooker allows you to prepare two dishes simultaneously with the new tacook
synchronized cooking function. With minimal preparation and the press of a button, Tigers Automatic Cooking Logic system actively monitors
cooking temperatures to create the perfect meal.5/5(1). Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage
bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home appliances like water heat Induction Heating Rice Cooker JKW-A - Tiger Singapore Website - Product
Detail. Micom Cup White Rice Cooker with Tacook Cooking Plate The TIGER JBV-S10U Cup multi-functional The TIGER JBV-S10U Cup
multi-functional rice cooker allows you to prepare two dishes simultaneously with the exclusive tacook synchronized cooking function. With
minimal preparation and the press of a button, Tigers Automatic Cooking Logic system actively monitors cooking temperatures Brand: Tiger
Corporation. Shop for a new rice cooker to help you make fluffy rice that will be a staple in nearly any cuisine. A steamer can cook veggies and
more in a snap without having to take up another pan when making multi-part meals. Sears has all the kitchen gadgets you need. Tiger Corporation
is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers, stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home appliances like water heat Electric Rice
Cooker JCC - Tiger Australia Website - . Best 5 Tiger Rice Cooker Reviews Tiger Corporation JBV-A10U-W Rice Cooker. Appropriate Size.
This Tiger rice cooker has a capacity for cups of rice. The appliance is about 14 inches long and about 9 inches wide. So it’s appropriate for your
home, but you have to ensure a spot for it. Tiger JNP-S10U-HU Cup (Uncooked) Rice Cooker and Warmer, Stainless Steel See more like this
Tiger JAZ-A10U-FH Cup Uncooked Rice Cooker and Warmer F Pre-Owned. This item Tiger Corporation SMJ-A18U Cup Rice Cake Mochi
Maker Tiger JAJ-A55U WS 3-Cup (Uncooked) Micom Rice Cooker with Slow Cook, Steam, & Cake Bake, White TIGER JBV-A10U Cup
(Uncooked) Micom Rice Cooker with Food Steamer Basket, WhiteReviews: Tiger Corporation is a Japanese manufacturer of rice cookers,
stainless steel beverage bottles, bento lunch boxes, and home appliances like water heat Electric Rice Cooker JNP - Tiger Australia Website - .
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